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PRESS RELEASE 
 

 

New hotels in Hamburg 

Skyscraping views, stylish social spaces and skateboards all on offer 

 

New hotels - both established brands and boutique venues - are scheduled to launch in Hamburg in 

the second half of this year, providing even more accommodation and venue options for planners. 

 

Florian Gerdes, Marketing Manager Conventions at Hamburg Convention Bureau, explains: “The 

wide variety of new properties reflects the diverse needs of planners, many of whom want to offer 

something fresh and creative for their delegates. This could be exploring the city by skateboard or 

hosting a stylish reception with lakeside views.” 

 

Hotel Pier Drei  

This 212 room hotel located in the HafenCity harbour area boasts its own in house theatre hosting 

concerts, comedy and plays. The space can be hired out for product presentations, readings and 

private screenings. Delegates who want to explore the city on wheels can make the most of the free 

hire service, offering bikes, e-bikes....and even scooters and skateboards! 

 

Ginn Hotel  

The recently-opened 4-star hotel has 130 rooms, all individually designed. The smart rooftop terrace 

offers views over the River Elbe. The hotel has a firm focus on sustainability with an integrated 

energy-conscious high tech solutions throughout, such as their round-the-clock check in system.  

 

Holiday Inn Berliner Tor  

There are five meeting rooms on offer at this 4-star property. There’s also an emphasis on health and 

fitness with a 24 hour fitness area and two saunas.  
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Super 8 by Wyndham   

Located in in the east of the city near to the Museum of Arts and Crafts, this 276 room hotel offers 

free bicycle rentals for guests. There are plenty of food and drink options with a café on the ground 

floor and restaurant with an open kitchen where diners can watch their meals being prepared. 

Check-in and check-out can be done swiftly and smoothly via smartphone. Super 8 also offers free 

cycle hire.  

 

Click here to take a virtual tour of Hamburg with Florian Gerdes from the Hamburg Convention 

Bureau. 


